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DISCLAIMER
By accessing and using the Alberta Energy website to download or otherwise obtain a scanned mineral
assessment report, you (“User”) agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions:
a) Each scanned mineral assessment report that is downloaded or otherwise obtained from Alberta
Energy is provided “AS IS”, with no warranties or representations of any kind whatsoever from Her
Majesty the Queen in Right of Alberta, as represented by the Minister of Energy (“Minister”),
expressed or implied, including, but not limited to, no warranties or other representations from the
Minister, regarding the content, accuracy, reliability, use or results from the use of or the integrity,
completeness, quality or legibility of each such scanned mineral assessment report;
b) To the fullest extent permitted by applicable laws, the Minister hereby expressly disclaims, and is
released from, liability and responsibility for all warranties and conditions, expressed or implied, in
relation to each scanned mineral assessment report shown or displayed on the Alberta Energy website
including but not limited to warranties as to the satisfactory quality of or the fitness of the scanned
mineral assessment report for a particular purpose and warranties as to the non-infringement or other
non-violation of the proprietary rights held by any third party in respect of the scanned mineral
assessment report;
c) To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Minister, and the Minister’s employees and
agents, exclude and disclaim liability to the User for losses and damages of whatsoever nature and
howsoever arising including, without limitation, any direct, indirect, special, consequential, punitive or
incidental damages, loss of use, loss of data, loss caused by a virus, loss of income or profit, claims of
third parties, even if Alberta Energy have been advised of the possibility of such damages or losses,
arising out of or in connection with the use of the Alberta Energy website, including the accessing or
downloading of the scanned mineral assessment report and the use for any purpose of the scanned
mineral assessment report so downloaded or retrieved.
d) User agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Minister, and the Minister’s employees and agents
against and from any and all third party claims, losses, liabilities, demands, actions or proceedings
related to the downloading, distribution, transmissions, storage, redistribution, reproduction or
exploitation of each scanned mineral assessment report obtained by the User from Alberta Energy.
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SUMMARY
During the month of September, 1969 an airborne
radiometric survey was conducted by Geo-X Surveys of Vancouver,
B.C. on behalf of Fort Reliance Minerals Limited. The survey
was flown in an Excaliber 800 aircraft containing a Varian

' 0

V4937A proton precession magnetometer, Exploranium DiGRS - 2000,
4-channel gamma ray spectrometer, 35 mm photographic positioning system and radar altimeter. The data were recorded
digitally on punched paper tape using Varian SDV 4991 recorders.
Data processing was conducted by Geo-X Surveys
• personnel in Vancouver:. IBM computers were used with Varian,
IBM, and other programs. The accompanying map was plotted
on a Computer Industries plotter unit, and shows Total count
plotted at a contourinterval of 10 cps.
This report outlines the field procedure and data
• processing, specifications qf the equipment used may be found
in Appendix
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INTRODUCTION TO AERORADIOMETRY
Basic Concepts
Radioactivity is the spontaneous disintegration

V

of the nucleus of one or more atoms and the emission of
energy and particles of mass. Gamma radiation is a product
of the process in which a nucleus in the excited state makes
a transition to a lower (and more stable) energy state.
The energy difference is emitted as a photon or gamma ray.
The gamma spectra of nuclei consists of sharp lines indicating
that the nucleus has discrete energy levels and are therefore somewhat characteristic of each individual radioelement.
Natural terrestrial radiation is made up of contributions
from about 50 naturally occurring radio-isotopes unevenly
distributed in rocks and soils. Much terrestrial radiation
is supplied by three isotopes. These are potassium -40
(K 40 ) thorium -232 (TH 232 ), and uranium -238 (U 238 ). These
radio elements are normally the only ones in sufficient abundance
to produce the intensity of gamma flux that might be detected
some distance above the ground. Since a particular emission
energy is characteristic of a particular radio element,
measurement within a narrow energy,band can serve to discriminate between these three main sources of gamma radiation.
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Detection System
When a gamma ray strikes certain natural or synthetic
crystals, (normally a thallium. sodium iodide crystal) a
scintillation (a minute flash of light) is produced. The
scintillation is converted to electrical energy and is
amplified in the photomultiplier tube coupled to the crystal.
The brilliance of the scintillation is directly proportional
to the energy of the gamma ray. Thus the photomultipier
output may be calibrated to read the gamma ray energy directly.
Discriminatory electronic circuitry is used to record 'counts'
only if the gamma energy fails within certain ranges ("windows").
The Exploranium DiGRS-2000has four such windows, the mean
energy and window width of each being independently variable.
The response of a detector is a complex function, of the
crystal efficiency and several circuit parameters.
Three crystals, each coupled to 3 photornultipliers
are employed to record flux from the spectrums of the three
most abundant radio elements (1<40, Th 232 , U 238 ) and the total
gamma ray count. The three crystals have an "effective
aperture" of approximately 800 feet when flown at 300 feet
terrain clearance at 110 m.p.h. (Effective aperture defines
the major diameter of the eliptical area sampled by the detection
system during, one sampling period).
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Methodology

'H

The layout of the flight pattern and specification
of terrain clearance is one area in which there is considerable
variability and sometimes divergence of opinion. Of prime
importance is knowledge of some of the geological parameters
of the anticipated nature of the target. For example, size,
shape, attitude, depth, the overburden conditiors and local
topography will strongly influence the field procedure.
When aerial surveying first commenced, it was

0

intuitively reasoned that, as geophysical targets, uranium
deposits should be treated as point sources of radiation.
However, because of mechanical and chemical dispersion, one
anomalous area in the Texas Coastal Plain containing most of
the important uranium deposits, covers tens of square miles.
With respect to terrain clearance, satisfactory

0

0
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agreement between ground and airborne gamma-spectrometry
measurements is attainable up to a terrain clearance of 500
0

feet.
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AIRBORNE FIELD PROCEDURE
The survey was flown in a fixed wing aircraft. The
gamma-ray spectrometer crystals in their associated temperature
and shock-resistant enclosure were mounted in aft section of the
aircraft cabin. The electronic equipment associated with the
spectrometer, the radar altimeter, camera, chart and digital
recorders were all mounted in the aircraft proper.
During survey flights, spectroscopic and altitude data
were recorded continuously on analog charts. At one second
intervals the same data were recorded on digital tapes along with
fiducial numbers. At two second intervals the split-image
camera photographed simultaneously (1) the terrain (2) the clock
and fiducial display panel. (Thus each terrain photograph is
bordered by a photograph of the clock and fiducial number). At
thirty second intervals time, job and line identification were
recorded on the digital tapes.
During flights the aircraft navigator roughly
positions flight lines on mosaics made up of government photographs. Each two seconds the terrain photographing camera is
triggered. it is possible to position the flight., lines, in' the
office, by comparing the terrain photographs with the air-photograph mosaic, using the navigators map as a guide.
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• DATA PROCESSING
The data processing consisted of 4 steps discussed
under the following headings:
(1) Flight line positioning
(2) Paper tape editing and magnetic tape generation
(3) Variable selection and grid interpolation
(4) Mathematical analysis, computation, contouring
•

1. FLIGHT LINE POSITIONING
(a) Photographic Location Data
Terrain photographs. taken in flight are bordered by an

•

image of the clock-fiducial display. On each line certain prominent
topographical features are recognized by comparing the terrain
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photograph with an air-photograph mosaic. The fiducial numbers
associated with these features are marked on the line and data
points evenly distributed along the line between these known
positions.

•

(b) X-Y Location
An arbitrary rectangular coordinate system was superimposed on the flight line data observed by (a) above, with +Y
• north and +X east. The position of each data point is uniquely
described by X (distance east of. origin) and Y (distance north
of origin)

',tL)A
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2. PAPER TAPE EDITING AND MAGNETIC TAPE GENERATION
A listing of the contents of the paper tapes was
made using an IBM computer as the data were transferred from paper
tape to magnetic tape. The listing was examined and machine and
operator errors corrected. A unique "sequence number" was given
to each data point and its coordinates (position) calculated.
Thus the magnetic data tape consists of ,a series of "field
records", each field record comprising a sequence number, the
X,Y coordinates of the point and the data from that point.
3. VARIABLE SELECTION AND GRID INTERPOLATION
The field records described above contain four gamma
ray spectrometer data, only one or one combination of which may
be mapped at any one time. The variable to be mapped, (Z), is
calculated or directly transferred to a work tape whose format
is described by: sequence number, X,Y,Z.
The data in the work tape was input to programs obtained
from Varian Associates, Palo Alto, California. These programs
take the Cf light line data and by mathematical manipulation
interpolate the 'random' linear data points to the intersectiofl
point of a uniform grid covering the area. This process also
1

involves acontrollabe amount of filtering and/or smoothing.
4. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS, COMPUTATION, CONTOURING

:

The interpolated grid obtained by the process des-
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cribed above is most suitable for various forms of computerized mathematical analysis (ie. trend surface removal, Fourier
filtering, etc.) or may be directly input to the mapping program.
The contour mapping program produces a plot tape which enables
maps' to be produced off-line on any compatible plotter available.
These plots are then 'checked and title blocks drafted on to
produce the final map.

a
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CONCLUSION
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The accompanying map is only one of several possibie
displays of the data. Further presentation and data processing.
•

are available upon request.

•

(Of particular interest might be the display Of other
channels of the spectroscopic data either singly or in some
mathematical relation to one another, ie. Bi/Tl ratio)

RectfulWsubrnitted,

•

rf. Suttn.

J. Cerne, M.S.

S

N. Dowds,.B.A.Sc.
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APPENDIX
SPECIFICATION OF THE EXPLORANIUM DIGRS - 2000 SPECTROMETER
Crystals

Three 6t1 x 4" Nal (TI) each' coupled
to three photomultiplier tubes.

Spectrum Stabilization Pulse height at output of detector
maintained constant by spectrum
•

stabilization using Cesium 137 as
reference. Cesium 137 has an ultrastable single gamma emission at 662 MeV,
and half life of 32 years.
Channels

Four. Each independently adjustable

•

for E (peak energy level of channelcount) and. : E (range of energy level

•

counted)

S

V

Approximate values used:

Potassium 40

•

.

1.47 Nev

150 Key

Bismuth 214

.1.76Mev

180 Key

Thallium 208

2.62 Mev

270 Key

Total count

2.05 Mev-

1.2 Key

Differential Linearity
Resolution

1%

Better than 8.3%at .662 MeV & 1000 V

Mechanical Configuration - Designed to conform to TID - 20893

GEO-X SURVEYS
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Recommended U.S.A. electrical and
nuclear instruments and power sup
Temperature Stability - Approxilna
All pulse and analog processing c.

compensated. Integrated circuits
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APPENDIX INSTRUMENT SPECIFICATIONS
C

Aircraft

•
•

Type and Model:
-

Excalibur 800
(Beechcraft Twin Bonanza modified by
Swearingen Aircraft, San Antonio,
Texas)

Power:

Two 400 H.P. Lycorning 10-720-AlA
engines.

Gross Weight:

7900 pounds

Empty Weight:

5300 pounds

Useful Load:

2600 pounds.

Fuel Capacity:

230 gallons (U.S.)

Performance at
7900 lbs. Gross:

Climb - 1535 feet per minute (at sea level)
Cruise - 230 miles per hour.
Range - 1200 miles.
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APPENDIX
Instrument Specifications
Camera
•

Type:
Model:
Pulse Rate:
Film Format:
Magazine:
Lenses:
Data Box:

Dimensions
(less magazine):
Weight
(less lens and
magazine

Neyhard Automax 35 m.m. pulse camera
G-2 with auxiliary data box
Up to 10 frames per second
0.738' x 0.738" square picture with
0.200" x 0.738" data area.
Mitchell 400 foot 35 m.m.
(a) 17 m.m. F/14 Super-Takumar Fish-eye
(b) 35 m.rn. F/2.0 Super Takumar
(a) 24 hour Accutron Clock
(b) Frame counter
(c) Available for optional feature
0

8 3/8" high, 41/2" deep, 6 1/4" wide.
:
12 lbs
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LAKE ATHABASCA AREA
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MILES(APPROX.)
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